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Editor’s 

Note 

 

July joke of the month: 

What was the most popular dance in 

1776?   

 

Indepen-dance. . 

  

The Oriental #20 

Trestle Board 
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Marc Geyer 

Editor 

 

What a month for Oriental Lodge.  June was filled with the initiation of 6 new brothers.  Make sure you take a 

look at page 17 and see the new faces of our lodge members.   

 

I am still looking for articles and insights from the brethren that we can publish in upcoming issues of the Trestle 

Board.  Your input would be greatly appreciated.  I am especially interested in anecdotes about the lodge, 

members and it’s history.  I believe that this would be beneficial for the brethren and a great way to preserve 

our history. 

 

I am  again republishing the, “You Hold The Keys” flyer on page 33.  Remember, your input is uniquely valuable 

to our lodge. 

                                                                    Again, my keys don’t open all the doors—We need more keys!!!! 

          Fraternally, Br. Marc              
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Ramblings From The East: 

In the noble pursuit of Freemasonry, we often find ourselves faced with an abundance of objectives that 

demand our attention. Whether within our lodges or in our professional lives (or, in my case, both), the 

multiplicity of tasks can sometimes feel overwhelming, leaving us grappling with the challenge of focusing on 

the present moment. In these times, the concept of mental partitioning emerges as a valuable tool, allowing us 

to quiet the noise of competing objectives and concentrate on the immediate task at hand. 

Imagine your mind as a vast landscape, with countless thoughts and objectives roaming freely. Each objective 

represents a piece of a grand puzzle, contributing to the greater purpose we strive to achieve. However, the  
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paradox lies in the fact that while it is vital to acknowledge and address these objectives, trying to address 

them at one time will inevitably lead to mental overload and hinder our ability to make progress. 

Mental partitioning is the art of deliberately segmenting our thoughts, goals, and tasks into distinct 

compartments, allowing us to channel our attention to one compartment at a time. By creating these mental 

partitions, we can cultivate a sense of control and calmness, liberating ourselves from the constant 

distractions that threaten to derail our progress. 

Here are a few practical techniques to help you implement mental partitioning into your daily life: 

Prioritize and Organize: Begin by identifying your objectives and tasks, ranking them in order of importance 

and urgency. By establishing clear priorities and organizing your objectives, you can better understand which 

ones require immediate attention and which to allocate later. 

Create Mental Compartments: Once you have prioritized your objectives, envision creating mental 

compartments to contain them. Visualize each compartment as a designated space in your mind where you 

can temporarily store thoughts, ideas, and goals that are not immediately relevant. Doing so allows you to 

free up your mental bandwidth and focus on the task without being overwhelmed by others. 

Timeboxing: Allocate specific time slots for each compartment, ensuring you devote your undivided attention 

to each objective during its designated period. Set a timer or schedule reminders to signal the transition from 

one compartment to another. This practice helps you concentrate on the immediate task and brings 

discipline to your workflow. 

Practice Mindfulness: Incorporate mindfulness techniques into your daily routine to enhance your ability to 

stay present and focused. Engaging in meditation or deep breathing exercises can assist in quieting the noise 

of competing thoughts, allowing you to immerse yourself in the present moment fully. 

Delegate and Seek Support: Freemasonry is founded on brotherhood and mutual support. Embrace the 

power of delegation and seek assistance from your Masonic brethren or trusted allies. By entrusting tasks to 

capable individuals, you can alleviate the burden of excessive objectives, ensuring that each task receives the 

attention it deserves. 

Remember, mental partitioning is a skill that requires practice and patience. It may take time to master, but 

perseverance can become a valuable tool in your journey toward accomplishing your objectives with focus 

and clarity. 

By consciously dividing your mind and concentrating on one objective at a time, you will experience the 

liberating effect of unburdening yourself from the weight of countless thoughts vying for attention. As 

Freemasons, we strive for excellence, and by mastering the art of mental partitioning, we empower ourselves 

to be more effective, present, and purposeful in all aspects of our lives. 

 

I wish you strength, focus, and unwavering determination in your Masonic and Professional endeavors. 

Regards,  

Justin Stevens 
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Greetings from the West! 

 

As Senior Warden, one of my duties is to assist the Worshipful Master in opening and closing his Lodge. 

More than at any other time during my year in the West, my ability to perform this duty during June relied 

heavily upon the Brethren of Oriental 20, who showed up and stepped up.  

 

Another duty I have as Senior Warden is to pay wages. I am so proud of our elected and appointed line offic-

ers and the newer Brethren who have stepped up into positions, when requested, to allow our officers to 

perform additional duties and improve their proficiencies. Brother Frank Donald, WB Nick Lindquist, and 

Brother Marc Geyer have been exceptional in their deliveries of lectures and charges. Once again, Brother 

Ryan Sparks has shown how lucky our Lodge is to have him. His delivery of the Working Tools lecture has 

been spot-on every time! The richness of Oriental 20’s fraternal bonds has only grown stronger and more 

visible through the consistent effort of Brother Marc Geyer’s wonderful meals and weekly educational ses-

sions. As Senior Warden, I thank every one of you for all you do and your willingness to do so! 

 

Finally, I welcome and encourage all of our newly initiated Entered Apprentices to begin their Masonic jour-

neys with fervency and zeal by committing to your memory work and proficiency now. Each of you has the 

incredible benefit of going through this process with each other. What you do now will set each of you up 

for great success within our ancient Fraternity. For my part, I look forward to seeing each of you join the 

officer line and your participation in ritual for those who will come after you. Your Masonic journeys can and 

should be one of the greatest experiences of your lives… invest in it! 

 

Fraternally, 

 

SW Michael Harris 

Fraternally, 
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Greetings from the South. 

 

1973 was a significant year in American history, marked by several important events. 

 

Domestically, the year saw the end of the Vietnam War, the passage of the Roe v. Wade decision, and the 

beginning of the first oil crisis. The Vietnam War had been a significant source of division in American society 

for over a decade, and its end was met with mixed reactions. The Roe v. Wade decision legalized abortion in 

the United States, a landmark victory for the women's rights movement. The oil crisis, caused by an embargo 

by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), led to a sharp increase in gas prices and a 

recession. 

 

Hearings began in May of 1973 regarding the Watergate scandal, which eventually led to the resignation of 

President Richard Nixon; this was a major political scandal that shook the foundations of American 

democracy. The average cost of a new house was $32,500.00, price of a gallon of Gas was 40 cents (996.03% 

higher in 2023 versus 1970!). 

 

Here in Arizona, the big news was that Arizona State University (ASU) opened its new Tempe campus. The 

campus is now one of the largest universities in the United States and is a significant economic driver for 

Tempe. 

 

For Oriental 20 Lodge in Mesa, the Worshipful Master installed in 1973 was a Korean War 

Army veteran and Arizona native. Born in 1930 and raised on the family dairy farm, he was 

used to rolling up his sleeves and getting the job done. After serving as lodge Master for 

Oriental, PM George W. Patterson was elected Worthy Grand Patron, Grand Chapter of 

Eastern Star of Arizona in 1977. 

 

PM George W. Patterson was a vital link in our lodge history, represented by distinguished brethren that 

contributed to the community and service to our Masonic family. 

 

Fraternally,  

Marc Geyer 

Junior Warden 
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June 1st and 2nd—141st Grand Communication 
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June 1st and 2nd—141st Grand Communication 

Most Worshipful Grand Master of Masons in Arizona 2023-2024 

George R. Rusk 
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June 6th—Stated Meeting 

The lodge was proud and honored to have Oriental Past Master and newly installed Most 

Worshipful  Grand Master of Masons in Arizona , George R. Rusk, attend  our stated meeting 

following Grand Communication.  Senior Steward, Br. David Morgan presented his hand crafted 

masonic American flag (signed on the back by lodge members)  to  our new  Grand Master. 
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June 13th Dual EA Degree  

Week 1 of 3 

New Brothers Initiated: 

Michael Hilton 

Philip Girardin 

June 20th Dual EA Degree  

Week 2 of 3 

New Brothers Initiated : 

Keith Williams 

John Miller 

June 27th Dual EA Degree  

Week 3 of 3 

New Brothers Initiated : 

Michael Mosley 

Jacob Walker 
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MASONIC INTEGRITY 101 

July 2023 

Marc Geyer, JW Oriental 20 Mesa 

A couple of weeks ago, I breached the subject of "Integrity" 

during the "Masonic Knowledge Bite" segment at dinner.  The 

topic struck a chord with many attending, and I wanted to 

expand on the subject. 

I have found integrity lumped in with many 

other core values throughout history, and 

Freemasonry is no exception.  

Integrity is an essential value in Freemasonry.   

I would argue that it is the most important 

aspect of Freemasonry.  Without integrity, 

every virtue, every other value, and landmark, 

we, as Masons, are taught would have no 

foundation to support it.  

All foundations must be integral to support 

whatever is being built upon them. 

The definition of integrity is: 

-        the condition of being unified,         

 unimpaired, or sound in   

 construction. 

-          the state of being whole and undivided 

-          the quality of being honest and having 

 strong moral principles; moral 

 uprightness 

Like the integrity of an aircraft, the Masonic 

Lodge must be of sound structure.  From the 

physical building to every activity or meeting 

that takes place in it, all must function with 

integrity to operate successfully. 

 

Masonry exists and works in a structured 

environment that strives to be complete and 

undivided.  This completeness is an integral 

part of the wisdom and truths that have been 

passed down through the ages.  It's like the 

pieces of a puzzle all coming together to form a 

picture that speaks a thousand words. 

 

Finally, and most importantly, is our members' 

honesty, moral principles, and moral actions.  

We, as Masons, are expected to be truthful, 

trustworthy, and fair.  To be true to our word 

by following through with actions matching our 

speech.  
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As Masons, we must build trust and respect 

among the members and the public.  And 

remember, when making decisions that affect 

others, always be fair and just in your dealings. 

 

"Words are what 

men live by...words 

they say and mean." 

 - Br. John Wayne 

 

 

 

“Words may show 

a man’s wit, but 

actions show his 

meaning.” 

- MW Benjamin 

Franklin 

 

 

"I believe in the 

sacredness of a 

promise, that a man's 

word should be as 

good as his bond; that 

character–not wealth 

or power or position–is of supreme 

worth."   

- John D. Rockefeller Jr. 

 

 

In the world we live in today, integrity appears 

to be in short supply.  Years ago, a man's word 

was his bond.   

As Masons, we can help find the lost art of 

integrity by remembering and using this simple 

formula:   

   Making a commitment  

+ Fulfilling that commitment   

= Being in Integrity. 

 

The results of things or people being out of 

integrity are readily apparent in the physical 

world. It can create chaos, disruption, 

disappointment, injury, pain, suffering, etc.   

The consequences of being out of integrity 

mean that something or someone is affected 

negatively. 

On a personal level, when we are out of 

integrity, the effects we have on others pale in 

comparison to what we do to ourselves.    

For some of us, over the years, we may have 

become numb to how it feels when we are out 

of integrity. But, deep down inside, we know. 

We continue to tear ourselves apart with each 

successive step out of integrity.  

The work of Freemasonry can help us restore 

that inner part of us, one word, followed by 

one action, at a time.   

Walk the walk—Live your word 
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WHAT’S HAPPENING—AZ MASONIC EVENTS 
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WHAT’S HAPPENING—AZ MASONIC EVENTS 
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WHAT’S HAPPENING—AZ MASONIC EVENTS 
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WHAT’S HAPPENING—AZ MASONIC EVENTS 
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WHAT’S HAPPENING—AZ MASONIC EVENTS 

http://www.azmasonsgolf.com/
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WHAT’S HAPPENING—AZ MASONIC EVENTS 
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Oriental Blue Lodge Anniversaries 

July 

Come to our Stated Meeting July 11th @ 7pm to celebrate!! 

Name  Raised Years 

Claire 

Mark 

Howard 

Kenneth 

Richard 

David 

Michael 

Suresh 

Michael 

Nicholas 

Chris 

Justin 

Ryan 

Jensen 

Walker 

Pankratz 

Perkins Jr 

Beall 

Minton 

Lambert 

Muthumani 

Doane 

Lindquist 

Eppich 

Ivey 

Sparks 

7/16/1973 

7/20/1982 

7/22/1986 

7/12/1989 

7/27/1993 

7/8/1997 

7/29/2003 

7/13/2010 

7/26/2011 

7/31/2012 

7/26/2016 

7/18/2018 

7/12/2022 

50 

41 

37 

34 

30 

26 

20 

13 

12 

11 

7 

5 

1 
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July Birthdays 

Come to our Stated Meeting July 11th  

@ 7pm to celebrate your birthday!! 

Name  Birth Date 

Beall 

Beardsley Sr 

Begley 

Bendyna Jr 

Berggren 

Blank 

Carr 

Davis 

Davis 

DuVan 

Escobar 

Faulkner 

Forney 

Richard 

Stephen 

William 

Alexander 

Roy 

Gordon 

Lawrence 

Clarence 

John 

Dennis 

Roberto 

Clay 

Doylan 

7/27 

7/7 

7/10 

7/12 

7/30 

7/27 

7/11 

7/8 

7/17 

7/20 

7/31 

7/14 

7/1 

Name  Birth Date 

Harris 

Herman 

Howard 

Leston 

Magliozzi 

McKelvey 

Neal 

Perkins Jr 

Pierson 

Rodocker 

Romo 

Shields 

Winters 

Michael 

John 

David 

Joseph 

Cosmo 

David 

Ronald 

Kenneth 

Jack 

Mark 

Sergio 

Donald 

Barry 

7/7 

7/13 

7/21 

7/28 

7/13 

7/16 

7/24 

7/9 

7/23 

7/20 

7/31 

7/29 

7/21 

June 6, 2023 



 

 

Check Out The AZ Grand Lodge Copper Post 

The newest edition of The Copper Post for your enjoyment! 
AZGL Website: https://azmasons.org/copper-post 

Download the PDF: https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-
24928150/documents/1890c8adcad04c3aaeec302615987902/The%

20Copper%20Post%20-%20AZGL%20-%20July_6023(MW_Approved)
opt%20(1).pdf 

Page 30 

https://u6536653.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=bbWB7JuWEdWyBpAegMAX-2BLuqQvKGMp3yajGdjC2BA6Wi2vfXWe-2Fxqbj2OOwRErG1nTb1_7s6uETcT1MRBZ6-2BtfmOUcpG-2FlomvywPVWL15-2Br-2FPb-2BO4poUR9Kf30Eny5NCpuWXUPZnwVwa7JhBCs55EcSQhBcJp-2FOltMdNcinGnRsE4ALemq-2F2Ty74GspAhIx515u
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-24928150/documents/1890c8adcad04c3aaeec302615987902/The%20Copper%20Post%20-%20AZGL%20-%20July_6023(MW_Approved)opt%20(1).pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-24928150/documents/1890c8adcad04c3aaeec302615987902/The%20Copper%20Post%20-%20AZGL%20-%20July_6023(MW_Approved)opt%20(1).pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-24928150/documents/1890c8adcad04c3aaeec302615987902/The%20Copper%20Post%20-%20AZGL%20-%20July_6023(MW_Approved)opt%20(1).pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-24928150/documents/1890c8adcad04c3aaeec302615987902/The%20Copper%20Post%20-%20AZGL%20-%20July_6023(MW_Approved)opt%20(1).pdf


 

 

The Grand Corner 

Page 31 

https://azgcare.org/
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ORIENTAL 20 TRAVELING MEN 

On June 14th, Sr. Steward, Br. David Morgan and Jr. Warden, Br. Marc Geyer attended the 

stated meeting at El Quixote Lodge in Phoenix.  Br. David gave a educational lecture on the 

making of Mead, filled in at the end of the meeting as Jr. Warden, and was the lucky winner of 

the lodge raffle.  What a great night for Br. David!!! 

Jr. Warden, Br. Marc Geyer attended the 

stated meetings of  Apache Lodge on June 8th 

and Camelback Daylight Lodge on June 10th. 
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AFTER THOUGHTS 



 

  

2023 MASTER ARCHITECT 

Congratulations and 

Thank You to everyone 

that made this a banner 

year for Oriental 20!! 


